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While luxury brands have long had relationships with the fields of theater, dance, film, music and literature, now
they are taking on more active roles in the entertainment industry, raising their profile from partner to producer.

Due to the lifestyle associated with the luxury business, these brands make frequent appearances in entertainment,
with placements ranging from organic mentions to product placement. Associating themselves with forms of
entertainment or becoming the entertainment allows luxury brands to market themselves to a broader audience
without sacrificing their image or exclusivity.
"T he biggest tool entertainment marketing provides for luxury brands is not only the potential for immediate sales,
but that it opens the doors to a massive opportunity to engage millennials who may not quite have the ability to afford
luxury now, but will aspire to purchase that brand one day in the near future, as they rise in their careers," said Stacy
Jones, CEO of Hollywood Branded, El Segundo, CA.
"T his includes celebrity endorsement deals inclusive of social posts, product placement in films, T V shows and
music videos, as well as event sponsorship activations at trendy fashion driven events like Coachella," she said.
"Brands participating in these hip and cool opportunities with celebrities make the brand less stuffy, less like their
mom'sor worse yetgrandmother's brands, and more appealing.
"Using entertainment marketing to communicate with these younger buyers is key to luxury brands' success."
T op 5 trends in entertainment marketing:
Brands as entertainment producers:
A number of luxury brands have taken on production projects, creating everything from music videos and films to
original songs through in-house studios.
Sponsorship deals:
Luxury labels have linked up with live events as far ranging as the ballet and music festivals, looking to reach

attendees through a shared passion for art.
Elevated product placement:
While product placement has been around for a long time, some brands have taken the marketing concept to
another level, turning an appearance in a film or television show into a multifaceted campaign. A number of brands
have also created special collections tied into a particular movie.
Celebrities as muses and models:
Famous faces from the entertainment industry are common choices for brand ambassadors, as luxury labels look to
align themselves with the glitz and glamour of celebrity. T hese spokesmodels also provide brands with household
name recognition by association.
Celebrities-turned-luxury competition:
While celebrities frequently serve as the faces of luxury campaigns, a number of entertainment industry
personalities have evolved their personal brand into a lifestyle company. Certain players, including Kanye West and
Rihanna, have launched fashion and beauty lines that retail alongside luxury brands in stores such as Barneys New
York and Harvey Nichols.
T he big screen
Luxury brands have often been attractive partners for films, particularly when a production wants to convey a sense
of affluence or aspiration.
In the blockbuster movie "Fifty Shades of Grey," Audi, Omega and a number of home furnishings labels were among
the brands used to convey the billionaire lifestyle of the titular character, Christian Grey (see story).
While the product placement likely made an impact, Audi expanded on its appearance with a parody spot (see
story).
Similarly transforming a film partnership into a larger branding opportunity, Mr Porter's association with the British
spy franchise "Kingsman" has seen merchandising and marketing efforts that take the association beyond the
screen. Between the launches of the two films, Mr Porter created a GIF generator to place consumers within scenes
from the film and opened a dedicated pop-up shop (see story).
Automakers frequently partner with action and superhero films, with the relationship often going beyond simple
product placement.
Mercedes-Benz is heralding its appearance in the upcoming release "Justice League" with television and digital ads.
T he automaker is also debuting a branded comic (see story).

Diana Prince must help a woman in labor get t o t he hospit al in t ime. But she can't do it wit hout Vict or St one. Can
t he t wo heroes act ually work t oget her t o save t he day? #DCComics #Just iceLeague #MercedesBenz #EClass
#Cabriolet #Cyborg #WonderWoman
A post shared by Mercedes-Benz (@mercedesbenz) on Oct 25, 2017 at 6:22am PDT

Aside from serving as props or costumes for fictional plots, luxury brands have found their way into movie theaters
courtesy of documentaries. From T iffany & Co. to Bergdorf Goodman, the stories of some of luxury's key players
have proven popular topics for behind-the-scenes features, owing to the audience's interest in the glamorous world
of luxury.
Film is one area where luxury brands have struck out on their own, commissioning filmmakers or producing their
own features.
Prada's Miu Miu, for instance, established a series of female-directed films dubbed Women's T ales. T o-date, the
project has released 14 shorts from talents including Chlo Sevigny and Miranda July (see story).
BMW has similarly developed a series of short movies, tapping producers and directors who work in Hollywood.
T he latest BMW Films project, "T he Escape," featured Clive Owen and Dakota Fanning (see story).
In 2013, Swarovski Entertainment premiered its maiden feature film, marking the first time the crystal maker had
worked with Hollywood partners to develop, finance and produce a film. T he adaptation of Shakespeare's "Romeo
& Juliet" debuted alongside a corresponding jewelry collection (see story).

Official Romeo & Juliet (2013) trailer presented by Swarovski Entertainment
In addition to working with established filmmakers, luxury brands have also given a voice to budding talent through
projects.
Armani's ongoing Films of City Frames initiative invites film school students to tell stories surrounding its eyewear
(see story). More recently, the brand launched its Armani/Laboratorio coursework in Milan to train up-and-coming
filmmakers in aspects such as makeup artistry and editing (see story).
At the Cond Nast International Luxury Conference in 2016, Armani global communications director Claudio Cal
spoke of how the brand has leveraged the power of cinema to elevate its brand beyond products. Fashion and
cinema have had a dialogic relationship for decades, and by leveraging cinematic tools, fashion brands can give
themselves and their products a fuller lifestyle (see story).
T his symbiotic relationship between luxury and film is on view at events around the globe, such as award shows
and film festivals, as luxury brands sponsor VIP lounges or launch other activations aimed at engaging the
filmmaking community.

T he Golden Bear Lounge by Glashtte Original at the Berlin International Film Festival in 2017. Image credit: Glashtte
For instance, Jaeger-LeCoultre's "T he Art of Behind the Scenes" exhibit has been on view in Cannes, New York and
Los Angeles to align with industry events. T he display, curated by Finch & Partners, features photographs that
captured the making of some iconic films (see story).
T uning in
As with film, television is also home to luxury product placement. In addition to coordinated placement, luxury
labels make appearances both in scripted shows and reality television.
Along with cameos, sometimes brands become the main event.
For instance, an episode of the modeling competition show "T he Face" featured a challenge revolving around
Maserati's Quattroporte, wherein contestants were asked to create a commercial for the car. Unlike the fleeting
nature of product placements that can stay invisible to consumers, structuring an entire episode around a product
likely creates a greater impact (see story).

Maserati on "T he Face."
T elevision shows that feature affluent characters frequently call upon luxury labels to add a touch of aspiration to
scenes. For instance, an episode of T he CW's "Gossip Girl" depicted a private sales appointment with a Cartier
brand representative (see story).
T aking this approach a step further, a number of companies have developed branded content.
"House of DVF," which ran for two seasons on the E! network, featured a group of 10 millennial women vying for the
chance to be a brand ambassador (see story).
Lexus' branded series "Verses and Flow" is a variety show designed to reach an African American audience through
performances ranging from spoken word to music (see story). Additionally, the automaker's content channel
L/Studio positions itself as a substitute for a streaming service, serving up shows ranging from the comedic to the
inspirational.

I T urn My Camera On T railer | L/Studio Created by Lexus
Branded partnerships with television shows and channels are also popular.
T ag Heuer inked a sponsorship deal with RedBull T V, putting its brand within the digital media platform (see story),

while Ralph Lauren became a corporate sponsor of the U.S.' Public Broadcasting Service's Masterpiece (see story).
Cartier similarly sponsored CNN's "Ones to Watch" series, which featured up-and-coming artists (see story).
T ie-ins with television shows offer a chance to bring a viewing audience to a brand's channels.
Lexus teamed with ABC's "Quantico" on a second-screen virtual reality experience. T he interactive scripted content
allowed consumers to take on the role of a new FBI recruit (see story).
Musically minded
Live events offer a means for brands to deliver an immersive experience. T herefore, performances such as music
festivals and concerts have been a frequent choice of luxury brands looking to engage with particular audiences.
"One reason luxury brands are working with live entertainment is that each entertainment platform creates an
experience for the event goer," said Keetria Garner-Chambers, entertainment marketing director at AMW Group,
Houston.
"Luxury brands want to tap into that excitement and enjoyment within those environments where individuals would
be more receptive and inclined to their ad campaigns," she said. "What better way to do that than reaching people
who are happy and excited, and luxury brands can cater their promotional messages to target a specific
demographic."
In an effort to appeal to the next generation of luxury consumers, T ag Heuer became a sponsor of the Coachella
Valley Music & Arts Festival in 2016. T he watchmaker had a branded tent in the VIP section, which included a photo
booth and an interactive display about its Connected watch (see story).
Also catering to a younger crowd, Gucci hosted the EDM festival Club to Club at its Milan headquarters (see story).
Embracing a different genre, BMW has worked with symphonies in London, Munich and Berlin to bring live
classical music to audiences for free. T he London concerts have drawn out a considerable crowd of first-time
symphony attendees and those under the age of 35 (see story).

BMW LSO Open Air Classics in 2017. Image courtesy of BMW
Whether with their blessing or not, luxury brands are frequently name-dropped in popular music.
A number of brands such as Michael Kors, T om Ford, Versace, Richard Mille, Maybach, Mercedes-Benz and others
have been mentioned in hip-hop, rap, pop and rock songs that have topped the charts. By being mentioned in these
lyrics, musicians are giving an organic endorsement of a brand that may encourage consumers to buy certain
brands instead of others (see story).
Often, brands choose to let these references go by without acknowledgement.
However, recently Versace fully embraced its title placement in Bruno Mars' "Versace on the Floor." From creating
custom attire for the artist and his music video costar Zendaya to filming its own lip synch to the track, Versace
showed it was on-board with its association (see story).

Bruno Mars - Versace On T he Floor Official Video
Chaumet also took Chinese singer Zhang Yixing's music video for "I Need U" as a branding opportunity, letting the
artist film within its Paris boutique and salons (see story).
Creative directors, including Gucci's Alessandro Michele and Givenchy's former designer Riccardo T isci, have lent

their creative talents to music videos (see story).
Brands' music appreciation has also manifested in curated digital playlists and channels, such as Apple Music's
partnerships with Burberry and Chlo (see story).
"Luxury brands have always associated themselves with celebrities by using these individuals in celebrity
endorsement campaigns," Hollywood Branded's Ms. Jones said. "But in those instances, the brand has to fund and
control how the consumer is going to see that partnership. T he brand is going to have to create the ad, purchase the
media or produce the red carpet event.
"What entertainment marketing content opportunities in T V, film, music videos or related events do is provide the
platform as well as the celebrity the brand simply needs to show up to take advantage of potential global awareness,"
she said.
On stage
Similar to music, theatrical performances and dance have the ability to engage live audiences. Luxury brands have
sought placement as sponsors of performances, putting themselves in front of affluent attendees.
For instance, as part of its artistic patronage, Ruinart became the official Champagne of the New York City Ballet in
2014. As part of its new role, Ruinart opened a branded Champagne bar at the company's home at the David H. Koch
T heater in Lincoln Center (see story).
Mr Porter similarly sponsored the London run of a musical adaptation of Bret Easton Ellis' "American Psycho." T he
retailer promoted its role and the show itself through a themed edition of its online magazine T he Journal (see
story).
Van Cleef & Arpels' gems have served as the inspiration for choreographers George Balanchine and Benjamin
Millepied, who translated the concept of the precious stones into dance.

Emerald section of George Balanchine's "Jewels" ballet. Image credit: Van Cleef & Arpels
T aking on the role of producer, Fornasetti staged a version of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's opera "Don Giovanni."
Fornasetti's production included set designs that took inspiration from some of the brand's motifs (see story).
T aking advantage of their fashion expertise, luxury brands have frequently been called upon to serve as the costume
designers for productions.
Valentino linked with the T eatro dell'Opera di Roma for its staging of opera "La T raviata," while Balmain was tapped
to design costumes for ballet dancers at the Paris Opera (see story).

T he costumes for "La T raviata" were designed by Valentino. Image credit: T eatro dell'Opera di Roma, photo by
Yasuko Kageyama
Dance and fashion have a symbiotic relationship, with designers appearing on-stage and performers starring in
marketing efforts.
For instance, Alexander McQueen teamed up with French ballet dancer Marie-Agns Gillot for an Another magazine
shoot (see story).
London's T he Dorchester has also collaborated with the English National Ballet School to add a touch of
performance to its afternoon tea.
"Entertainment marketing is by definition entertaining," said Damian Bazadona, president/founder of Situation, New
York. "It's a simple concept, but it's not easy to be entertaining, and today, it's what separate good brands from great
brands.
"Entertainment marketing often takes the form of an event or an experience, and great brands create great
experiences for their consumers," he said.
"Digital media amplifies the magic of the experience. It's how the impact of an event or campaign can be extended
beyond just the four walls of the venue or the limited number of people the space could accommodate.
"And by capturing content that tells the story of the event or campaign, you create another touchpoint that allows you
to reach a wider audience and communicate just what the experience of your brand is."
Playing games
Leveraging gaming's ability to engage, luxury brands have sought placement in the medium.
Drawing off Balmain creative director Olivier Rousteing's friendship with reality television celebrity Kim
Kardashian, the French label made appearances in her mobile game. Players could dress avatars in Balmain
runway looks and also see Mr. Rousteing in animated form as they played (see story).

Balmain for Kim Kardashian Hollywood. Image credit: Kim Kardashian Hollywood
Similarly, automakers have often teamed with racing franchises to show off their vehicles. Lamborghini offered
players of Microsoft T urn 10 Studios' racing franchise Forza the ability to drive its Centario in the game before the

model was available for the real road (see story).
Gamification has also become a tactic employed by brands in the in-store environment or digital channels. For
instance, LVMH's DFS allowed consumers to test their skills in a "Pink Jungle" to promote a Michael Kors
collaboration (see story).
With the growth of entertainment on mobile and digital, brands are discovering that by creating marketing efforts
with a game-like experience, they make a larger impact.
Italian fashion house Fendi and London's Harrods department store recently worked together to create a memory
game on mobile where users had to match photos of the brand's handbags. According to a Fashionbi report,
marketers are adopting more strategies such as this in an attempt to better connect with consumers, with market
spend in this way likely to overtake traditional spend (see story).
Read all about it
Along with becoming creators of performance art and cinema, luxury brands have also tried their hand at
publishing.
Louis Vuitton has drawn from its positioning as a travel-centric house for a series of travel books. T he set of 15 City
Guides covers international destinations such as Paris, Beijing, New York and Moscow (see story).
Aside from films, coffee table books are another way to tell a brand story in long-form. T hese volumes reassert
brand positioning and heritage while also allowing consumers to keep a piece of a favorite label in their own home.
As luxury has done with other artistic mediums, brands also act as curators and sponsors of the written word.
T he annual Prada Journal competition, in partnership with publisher Giangiacomo Feltrinelli Editore and the label's
eyewear licensee Luxottica, has asked authors to submit works related to a themed prompt. After judging, the
winning writer receives a cash prize and publication of their e-book.

Prada Journal is moving away from print and text and towards visuals and images. Image credit: Prada
T his year's contest centers on the storytelling power of images, asking interested participants to share photos,
illustrations or video for a chance to be featured on a multimedia gallery (see story).
Famous faces
Luxury brands often seek out relationships with the entertainment industry's most notable names, whether dressing
them for a red carpet affair or bringing them on-board as an ambassador.
Many of these associations have been long-term, as actors or musicians appear in multiple ad campaigns for a
particular house or make appearances at parties or events.
"What we're seeing is that there really is a commitment from the brands to work with talent that really is living those
brands before they go sign and partner with them," said Matthew Lalin, founder of Starpower, New York. "And it's
more challenging for us as an agency, but it's almost better, because when you find those right fits, it's special.
"It's about aligning from a pop culture perspective with what are the core values of the brand and what can that talent
or property offer you that aligns with your core values," he said.
Mr. Lalin looks at the celebrity-brand partnership as a give and take, as brands should also find ways to tap into a
star's passions, while also looking at them as a media platform.

Along with popularity or prestige from awards won or high-profile work, today brands also look at a celebrity's
social media prowess and audience as a deciding point.
Although the definition of what constitutes a celebrity has evolved with the advancement of social media, a report by
Celebrity Intelligence finds that 40 percent of agency respondents feel that celebrity-driven marketing strategies
remain very effective. Close to eight in 10 brands have worked with a celebrity on a social media strategy (see story).
Some brands have taken the celebrity relationship a step further, tapping a personality as a collaborator in the design
process.
Pop star Rihanna, for instance, has teamed with Dior, Chopard and Manolo Blahnik on collections that reflect her
personal style.

Rihanna modeling the Rihanna Loves Chopard jewelry collection. Image credit: Chopard
T he singer, who has also branched into acting, was found to be the most marketable celebrity in rankings by the NPD
Group. When an endorsement partnership is strong, fans of the celebrity are at least 50 percent more likely to make a
purchase from the brand (see story).
Due to the enhanced interest to buy, entertainment personalities can lend support to brand charity efforts. For
instance, Rolls-Royce invited music legends to take advantage of its bespoke capabilities for a good cause.
T he brand commissioned collaborators such as T he Who's Roger Daltrey and T he Kink's Sir Ray Davies to put their
own spin on Wraiths, with the resulting vehicles being sold to fundraise for charities. T he first four cars in a series of
nine Wraith "Inspired by British Music" vehicles were unveiled on March 29 at the Sanderson Hotel in London (see
story).
While celebrity relationships can often bring more notoriety to a brand thanks to the star's fame, brands need to do
their due diligence when picking partners.
When working with a celebrity there are inherent risks, as the ambassador is invited into the brand's inner workings
and serves as a real-life representation of the company's positioning. Despite being the face of a brand, celebrity
ambassadors also have personal lives, careers and opinions that may occasionally outshine or undermine the
message the brand is hoping to portray via its selected spokesmodels (see story).
T o lower this risk, Mr. Lalin stressed the importance of brands doing their due diligence on a potential ambassador.
His firm advises clients to run a background check on celebrities, with the star's knowledge, before signing.
"It's one thing to just do a contract, but it's another thing to truly develop a relationship with that potential partner," Mr.
Lalin said. "And I think that's also key, too, so you really learn who you're aligning your brand or your product with.
"T here's always going to be risk, but the more due diligence you do, the least risk there becomes."
Aside from acting as luxury partners, celebrities have also become luxury competition as performers turn into
lifestyle moguls. From Madonna's MDNA skincare line to Kanye West's Yeezy adidas collection, celebrity brands
are carried alongside more traditional luxury labels in high-end retailers such as Barneys New York.
Inspiration point
Entertainment frequently plays a key role in the development of products, services and marketing initiatives.
Brands have taken inspiration from pop culture and entertainment for collections and campaigns.

For instance, T urnbull & Asser looked to both James Bond and cult classic cartoon character Mr. Benn for a line of
pocket squares, depicting the animated figure as the famed spy (see story).
Marc Jacobs likewise paid homage to 1980s MT V with a capsule collection that launched before the television
networks' Video Music Awards last year (see story).

Marc Jacobs resort 2017 collection. Image credit: Marc Jacobs
Luxury marketing has also co-opted some of its tactics from the entertainment industry.
Brand films sometimes blur the boundaries between commercial messaging and pure storytelling. T hey have also
challenged marketing norms with long-form content.
Chanel has made a number of films dedicated to the story of its founder Gabrielle "Coco" Chanel. For instance, the
brand's "Once Upon a T ime," directed and produced by creative director Karl Lagerfeld, clocked in at 18 minutes.
Starring actress Keira Knightley, the longtime ambassador for Chanel's Coco Mademoiselle fragrance, the film
starts in 1913 when Gabrielle "Coco" Chanel has opened a namesake hat boutique in on the Rue Gontaut-Biron in
Deauville, France (see story).

"Once Upon A T ime..." by Karl Lagerfeld
Brands have also turned music producer to get their point across.
French perfume house Fragrance Du Bois promoted the sustainable use of one of its main ingredients by producing
a song in collaboration with Arab singer Nadeem Nour.
T he song, titled "Life's T reasure," was written to celebrate the dark, resinous heartwood commonly known as Oud or
Agarwood that is a key ingredient in many perfumes and incense (see story).
"T he consumer is very smart, and I think the consumer is conscious of, I like brand x, I'm celebrity y, you should buy
me' versus a brand really understanding who their consumer is and creating content that that consumer is going to
want to watch, consume and believe in," Starpower's Mr. Lalin said. "A lot of people say, Do you concern yourself,
because then maybe that's competing with what you do?' But I think it's actually really good for the industry, because
it shows that brands are making a commitment to the space.
"Given the landscape that we're in, pop culture does play a role in everything that's going on in the world, and if
content can be created in a smart, articulate way to tell a really creative story and one that comes with a positive
message, whether brands are doing that internally or working with agencies, I think that's great."
Best practices for entertainment marketing:
Situation's Damian Bazadoza:
"Behave like an experience. Great experiences use each consumer touchpoint as an opportunity to
connect with them directly and enhance their experience. And every single touch point matters. Most
people flop on this point. T hey focus on the obvious, shiny objects; but forget the small, seemingly
insignificant moments where you can have significant impact.
"Don't overpromise and under-deliver. Creating a remarkable experience is far harder than most people
realize. Make the proper investments so you can be successful."
AMW Group's Keetria Garner-Chambers:

"Do your research before considering teaming with an entertainment marketing partner. Make sure you're
familiar with the event or influencers audience and their interests.
"Consider the potential reach of your promotional message. Even if you don't have product available to
give away or for direct purchase, any marketing collateral and other ways to connect with the audience
will be a way for them to mention your brand name when recounting their experience to others."
Hollywood Branded's Stacy Jones:
"T ry to not settle with just the brand being shown on-screen in a scene without a logo. Look for a sign, a
shopping bag or a branded box to bring that brand to life. And if you can't get that in-content branding,
then blog about it, post about it on social media, get press coverage or look at ways to utilize Google
Adwords to answer that long tail keyword search question by a consumer when they Google 'long
earrings Kate Hudson wears in xyz film' or 'purse carried by Sarah Jessica Parker in xyz T V show.' Do
whatever you can to help bring that partnership to life off the screen for the consumer who wants to be in
the know. And in that vein, also look to see what media or retail extensions your brand can offer the
content partners, specifically movies, to help bring more awareness to that film. Print ads, billboards, instore campaigns, all bring value of raising awareness and getting more people to the theater to buy tickets
and see the movie. And also look out for premiere party and screening opportunities which can yield cobranded step and repeat red carpets of your brand, and media coverage.
"Luxury brands need to understand when it comes to product placement, that simply budgeting to make
sure you have enough product inventory is a large part of the way luxury brands can win home runs. T he
biggest obstacle we typically see in the luxury brand space is a lack of product available at the last minute
for product placement opportunities that could become wins for the brand. And the brand loses out. You
really have two options with T V and film you either have product that helps productions save money from
purchasing or renting an item, or you pay your way in. Sometimes it may require a combination of both
but there is a lot that is possible to obtain simply with product and having the right relationships to get your
brand on screen."
Starpower's Matthew Lalin:
"Authenticity is number one...I think the consumers' really smart and you need to respect that and think
about the partnerships from an authentic perspective.
"One piece of advice we always give our clients is developing those relationships and that it's a long
game. If you want to play in the world of pop culture, you don't need to sign everyone under the sun, but
you do need to make sure your brand is relevant, it's out in the marketplace and you're having
conversations with the various stakeholders, letting them know your story, why you're different, so that
you're not just making outreach when you need something but you have a real message that you're
communicating to the consumer and also internally in the trades so that when there is an opportunity for
partnership, you've been front and center and viewed as a leader."
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